Abstract. This paper studies some graph distance spectrum, first introduces the basic conce pts that used in this article, and related terms and the main results obtained mark in this p aper. At the same time the paper depicts the matching number is β, order number is n that has minimum distance spectral radius of graph in all connected graph.
Introduction
Spectral graph theory is one of the important research fields of graph theory and combinatorial theory, it widely apply on quantum chemistry, physics, computer science, communication networks and information science and other fields. It mainly refers to the adjacency spectrum and the Laplace spectrum, in addition to the distance spectrum et al. Study on spectral graph theory is by using the algebraic theory of mature combined with the structure, properties and combinatorial theory of graph and matrix theory (especially the non-negative matrix theory and combinatorial matrix theory) to study various structural properties of matrix of graph spectra and the spectra and graphs, diagrams other invariants (such as chromatic number, connectivity) between the contact, also will be the conclusion of graph theory used for the study of matrix theory. The both development of a graph spectrum theory and matrix theory is complement each other.
In recent years, the distance spectrum has become a research hot of mapping theory. In this paper, we obtained the pole figure minimum distance spectral radius of the given independence number, independence number are given pole figure to the minimum distance spectral radius of a graph, and the chromatic number of a given pole figure to the minimum distance spectral radius of a graph, and through the comparison of the distance spectrum and adjacent spectral properties and conclusions, we can get the general research approach of distance spectrum summary.
The basic concept and definition
In this paper we consider the graph G is a simple connected n order graphs. The vertex set is 
Definition 2: all the eigenvalues of D (G) and its eigenvalue multiplicity constitutes a map distance of G spectrum.
Definition 3: The maximum distance eigenvalues of graph G known as the distance spectral radius, denoted as Λ1(G).
Definition 4: Figure G= (V, E) is called the critical factor, refers to any vertex v∈V(G)，G-v has 1-factor.
Definition 5: We call a points set S ⊆ V that match G-S, refer to graph Hs (by each branch of G-S shrinkage a vertex and delete all S edges) containing a saturated S matching.
Definition 6: We give two graph G and H, corona of graph G and H denote as G⊙H, among:
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Definition 7: We give two graph G and H, Cartesian product of graph G and H define as 
The distance spectrum of some graph Distance spectrum of G⊙K2. Lemma 1: Let D be a distance matrix of connectivity distance regular graph G, then D is irreducible, and there is a polynomial P (x) that makes P (D) =J.
K=D1, is D's biggest single characteristic root, λ1,λ2,…,λ9 is other different characteristic root.
Lemma 2: Set that adjacency matrix of a graph G is A, graph spectra of G is spec(G)={ λ1,λ 2,…,λp}, so: Theorem 5: let G be a connected distance regular graph, distance regular degree is k, the corresponding distance matrix is D, spec (G) 1=k ={μ1=k, μ2,…μn }, and the distance between the feature graph G ⊙ K2 value does not contain distance feature value of G, then 
represents the distance of U,V in the 1 2 3 G G G   . Theorem 7: let Gi (i=1, 2, 3) is distance regular degree that respectively is distance regular graph of Ki, |V (Gi) =ni|, and spec ( G G G ) {k n n k n n k n n ,u n n , n n ,c n n , },
,...,n ;t ,...,n = = , multiple numbers of zero is 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 n n n n n n − − − + . Theorem 3. let G be a connected distance regular graph, distance regular degree is k, the corresponding distance matrix is D, spec (G) 1=k ={μ1=k, μ2,…μn }, and the distance between the feature graph G ⊙ K2 value does not contain distance feature value of G, then Theorem 4. Let Gi (i=1, 2, 3) is distance regular degree that respectively is distance regular graph of Ki, |V (Gi) =ni|, and ,...,n ;t ,...,n = = , multiple numbers of zero is 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 n n n n n n − − − +
Conclusions

